Abstract-This paper demonstrates that organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) of different structures can be characterized and modeled using a combination of the photo-electro-thermal (PET) theory and spectral power distribution modeling. The photometric, electrical, thermal, and chromatic properties of OLED devices are incorporated into a model framework so that the performance of the OLED of different structures can be compared. A concept of luminance uniformity over the OLED surfaces is also introduced for comparing OLED with large surface areas. Experimental results are included to verify the OLED models and compare the characteristics of two different OLED samples. Based on the same PET framework, some differences of OLEDs and inorganic LEDs are addressed and discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
ECENT progress in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) has attracted considerable attention because they have wide viewing angle, fast response, and the potential of being mechanically thin and flexible [1] , [2] . Since the report of the first low-voltage OLED using a simple bi-layer structure [3] , intensive studies have been conducted from organic materials to device structures. Meanwhile, in 1998, phosphorescent OLEDs were demonstrated in which the emissive materials were osmium complexes doped in poly (9-vinylbarbazole) [4] . In the same year, the use of platinum porphyrin doped in tris (8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum host as the phosphorescence light emitters was also reported [5] . Since then, a platform has also been developed for the use of phosphorescent light emitting based metal complexes in OLED technology [6] . Phosphorescent emitters to quadruple the device efficiency have been demonstrated by harvesting both singlet and triplet excitation through efficient intersystem crossing enabled by the presence of heavy metal in the emitter [5] . The efficiency of organic electroluminescent devices could be further improved by co-hosting the electron dominant complex into the typical electron transporting layer [7] . Meanwhile, other approaches such as doping fluorescent-and phosphorescent-type emitters individually into two different hosts separated by an interlayer to form a fluorescence-interlayer-phosphorescence emission to enhance the efficiency of OLEDs were developed [8] .
Currently, there are a range of OLED structures for white light generation. The first white OLED was demonstrated by color mixing [9] . One simple approach is to codeposit three phosphorescent emitters into a single host to form a single emissive layer [10] . Another approach is to use a fluorescent blue emitter together with phosphorescent green and red emitters to construct a three-color white device [11] . The blue phosphorescent OLEDs generally have short lifetimes and large roll-off issues as compared with their fluorescent counterparts [12] . Nevertheless, blue phosphorescent OLEDs are still attractive due to their high luminous efficacy and various approaches have been proposed to improve the efficiency and color quality [8] , [13] . Tandem white OLEDs, which comprise vertically stacked layers electrically interconnected by a compound MoO 3 /Li-doped charge generation layer are reported in [11] . White OLEDs of multiple emissive layers such as separate emissive layers [14] and cascade emissive layers [15] have also been studied. Recently, the single emitter white OLED also has considerable progress and the peak power efficiency reaches 56.7 lm/W [16] . Efficiency of such white OLED structure can be improved by combining a chosen emitter layer with high-refractive-index substrates, and using a periodic out-coupling structure [17] .
Although white OLEDs have already outperformed incandescent lights and halogen lamps in efficacy, currently their performance is still far from the target of general illumination in terms of high efficiency, long lifetime, light quality, and low cost. Variation of temperature leads to nonuniform depreciation of its light output, which in turn increases the luminance nonuniformity over time and affects the lifetime of OLED. The optical measurement technique for determination of the spatial temperature distribution at the organic layer level in OLED is proposed [18] . By modeling the electro-thermal interaction within OLEDs and precisely describing local heat generation in all electrically active layers of OLEDs, accurate prediction of OLEDs' operational characteristics can be obtained [19] . The luminous efficacy of OLED still lags behind the performance of white LED. However, with the future improvements in OLED performance favorably predicted, major lighting companies are actively exploring the energy-saving potential of organic solidstate lighting for general illumination [20] .
Despite the wide variety of OLED structures, this paper shows that the frameworks of the PET theory and spectral power distribution (SPD) modeling can describe the photometric, electric, thermal, and chromatic aspects of an OLED system. The OLED model based on such frameworks can be used as a design tool for system evaluation and optimization [21] , [22] . Two OLED samples with different structures are used to illustrate the proposed device characterization and modeling principle. Tests have been conducted to extract their model parameters such as coefficient k e (coefficient of the temperature-dependent luminous efficacy), coefficient k h (heat dissipation coefficient), thermal resistance R th , and spectral characteristics. These parameters are then used for performance analysis and comparative study on the two different OLED structures.
II. CHARACTERIZATION AND PET MODELING OF THE OLED
Two OLED devices from two manufacturers (Lumiotec and Osram) , as shown in Fig. 1 , are used in this study for device characterization and modeling. The OLED samples are (a) Lumiotec model number: Lumiotec LTS-10015 [23] ) and (b) Osram model number: Osram Orbeos CMW-031 [24] . These two OLED devices have two different structures. Their structural difference will be revealed progressively in the device characterization and modeling process. For both OLED samples, the organic layers have to be protected against air as they are sensitive to moisture and oxygen. A substrate is glued onto the back of each OLED in order to enhance the stability of the permeation barrier and thermal conduction. Optical measurements of the OLED samples are conducted under steady-state thermal and electrical conditions using a PMS-50 spectro-photocolorimeter with an integrating sphere. The steady-state measurements are obtained after 20 min of operation at respective electrical power levels at an ambient temperature of 20°C. The voltage changes of the devices during the process of heating can be captured by using Transient Thermal Tester (T3ster) based on the thermal transient measurement procedure. Besides the combined thermal and optical measurement, the temperature dependence of the optical power and the wall-plug efficiency of the OLED are also measured and recorded based on the use of the TeraLED system. The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2 . The theoretical framework of evaluation of T3Ster is based on the distribution RC networks [25] .
The T3ster captures the thermal transient response in real time, records the cooling/heating curve, and then evaluates the cooling/heating curve in order to obtain the thermal characteristics. For voltage-temperature sensitivity calibration, a 0.005 A current is applied in a temperature-controlled oven (at different ambient temperature of 25, 40, 55, and 70°C) under pulsedcurrent injection with small duty cycle by using Keithley 2400 SourceMeter. Then, the junction temperature is obtained in each case from the OLED through the use of the voltage response curve and voltage-temperature sensitivity calibration using the T3Ster system. The luminance and temperature distribution of the samples at different current levels are captured by LUMI-CAM 1300 imaging photometer/colorimeter and LWIR camera (FLIR SC645).
III. IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OLED
A. Rate of Reduction of Luminous Efficacy With Junction Temperature k e
The luminous intensity I L of lighting devices is an expression of the amount of light power emitting from light source within a solid angle, which is a function of the junction temperature. At near room temperature, the emission intensity follows an exponential decay function [26] where T 1 is the characteristic temperature of the device and T j is the junction temperature. A high-characteristic temperature implies that the luminous flux is weakly dependent on the junction temperature, which is a desirable feature and can be used as an indicator for comparing the OLED samples. The luminous intensity could be derived from the expression of luminous efficacy E, which is given by
The luminous flux φ v can be expressed as a function of electrical power P d The coefficient k e defined in the PET theory [21] , [22] is a measure of the droop characteristic of the luminous efficacy with junction temperature and is physically related to the characteristic temperature [27] 
The coefficient k e can therefore be determined from the characteristic temperature of the device, where k e for the Lumiotec OLED sample is about −0.00071°C − Remarks: It is interesting to compare typical characteristics of OLEDs and inorganic LEDs. The two inorganic white LED samples characterized with the PET theory are used for comparison as shown in Table I . It can be seen that the OLED devices generally have lower luminous efficacy than inorganic LED ones. But with a larger surface area, it is possible to design OLED with a very small k e , indicating that the droop characteristics of OLED with temperature can be designed to be much smaller than those of inorganic LEDs. This means that OLED can be less sensitive with temperature changes.
B. Heat Dissipation Coefficient k h
In practice, the input electrical power of lighting devices will not be transformed completely into photon energy. There is heat generated within the chip due to nonradiative, auger recombination, etc, [28] , [29] . Therefore, the output energy transformed from the electrical power can be divided into optical power and heat dissipation power. The heat dissipation coefficient k h [27] represents the portion of the LED power that is dissipated as heat. It is related to the optical power and wall-plug efficiency η w that can be measured by combined thermal and radiometric measurement equipment. Therefore, k h is a factor that can be used for comparing heat dissipation of the samples. The goal of this section is to study the variation of heat dissipation for lighting devices with different electrical power.
According to the previous reports about LED devices, within the practical ranges of the operating temperature (maximum allowance junction temperature: 125°C) and electrical power (dependent on the heatsink size and rated power), the reduction of wall-plug efficiency with increasing junction temperature is fairly linear and the reduction of wall-plug efficiency with increasing electrical power is fairly parabolic. It has been mathematically proved [30] that k h is a two-dimensional function of electrical power and temperature. It can be approximated as
where P opt is the optical power, T hs is the heatsink temperature, P d is the electrical power, η w is wall-plug efficiency, σ, τ , χ, δ, γ, μ are constant coefficients dependent on sensitivity thermaloptical-electrical characteristics of the device. The values of the measured heat dissipation coefficients k h for OLEDs are shown in Fig. 4 . The OLED samples under test are mounted on a Peltier-based cold-plate with 10 W heat-sinking capability (controlled-temperature heatsink), which is used to stabilize the LED temperature for the optical measurements and serves as a temperature-controlled cold-plate for thermal measurements. The OLED samples are fixed on the controlledtemperature heatsink by a thin layer of thermal adhesive with high thermal conductivity. The thermal resistance of the thermal adhesive is ignored in this study. At the controlled heatsink temperature of 24.3°C, k h for Osram LED is about 0.959 under Table II shows the heat dissipation coefficients of the same set of organic and inorganic LEDs. Two important observations should be noted. First, the variation ranges of k h of the OLEDs are much narrower than those of inorganic LEDs. Second, the heat dissipation coefficients of OLEDs are generally higher than those of inorganic LEDs. This comparison reflects the state of arts of the two technologies in the current situation. Although OLEDs dissipate a large portion of the input power as heat, their large surface areas and contact areas provide better heat transfer than those of the inorganic LEDs which have much smaller surface and contact areas.
C. Thermal Resistance R j c
Thermal resistance is another key issue for OLED comparison. Similar to the conventional lighting sources such as incandescent lamps, fluorescent lamps and inorganic LEDs, OLEDs generate a significant amount of heat (over 90% of the OLED power as heat). The thermal resistance for convection and radiation is highly dependent on the outer area of the device surface. Unlike inorganic LEDs, OLEDs have much larger surface areas for heat loss through convection and radiation. However, the joule heating problem always exists in the devices. Due to low thermal conductivity of organic materials, there is a need for the use of a substrate to enhance heat transfer of the device. The heat transfer property of different substrates is investigated in this study.
For a flat OLED package with a relatively large surface area, the bidirectional heat flow on both sides of the flat OLED package should be considered [31] , [32] . There are two heat dissipation paths: one is downward through the organic layers to the substrate and the other one is upward through the encapsulant to the packaging surface.
The junction temperature T j of the device could be accurately captured by T3ster and TeraLED systems based on the transient electrical measurements and voltage-temperature characteristics of the device. The difference between the injection electrical power P d and the emitting optical power P opt is the total heat dissipation P heat , which includes upward and downward heat dissipation. Therefore, the thermal resistance obtained by T3ster is "equivalent" thermal resistance R eq , which can be expressed as R eq = (T j −T a )/(P d −P opt ) = (T j −T a )/P heat . This "equivalent" thermal resistance R eq includes the upward thermal resistance R up and downward thermal resistance R down , which can be expressed as 1/R eq = 1/R up + 1/R down [33] .
For the measured results in Based on thermal structure functions in Fig. 5 , the thermal bottleneck of the device can be clearly identified. For the Lumiotec OLED, the "equivalent" thermal resistance of the metal substrate is about 0.34°C/W, which is 58% for the total device thermal resistance. For Osram device, the "equivalent" thermal resistance of the glass substrate is about 2.6°C/W, which is 81% for the total device thermal resistance. Clearly, a metal substrate is preferred as it has a lower thermal resistance than a glass substrate.
The most critical element in the thermal characteristics of OLED is the substrate, which is shown in the thermal structure function. The thermal resistance of this layer should be as low as possible in order to facilitate heat transfer. For a given thermal conductivity of a material, the thermal resistance can be reduced by increasing the contact area or reducing the thickness. In both approaches to reduce the resistance, the mechanical stress of the layer will be proportionally larger, which can cause delamination [34] . For the OLED device, the contact area of the substrate is obviously larger than that of the conventional LED device.
Remarks: Typical thermal resistance of the organic and inorganic LED samples under consideration is tabulated in Table III . The large contact areas give the OLED samples the advantage of having a much lower R j c . The use of the metal substrate also enables improved heat transfer and a lower thermal resistance. The results in Tables I-III suggest that OLEDs are less temperature sensitive than inorganic LEDs.
D. Luminous Flux φ v
According to the PET theory [21] , the total luminous flux φ v of the lighting system can be formulated as an asymmetric convex parabolic curve:
, where α 1 , α 2 , and α 3 are positive coefficients, and P d is the LED power. Since the operating range normally lies on the left-hand side of the peak of this parabolic curve and α 3 is usually much smaller than the other two coefficients, the term α 3 P 3 d (which primarily affects the part of the curve on the right-hand side of the peak where P d is large) can be neglected. The total luminous flux of N LED devices with ambient temperature of T a can be expressed as
As shown in Fig. 3 , the measured k e is negative for the OLED device, so (6) fits into the form of φ v = α 1 P d − α 2 P theory points to an important issue in this luminous flux equation that increasing the LED power will not always increase the luminous flux output. The luminous flux increases with increasing LED power up to a maximum value. Beyond the maximum flux operating point, further increase in the LED power will lead to luminous flux drop.
The experimental power range for the Lumiotec OLED is from 0.5 to 6.5 W and that for the Osram Fig. 6 . The agreement between measured and calculated is reasonably good. The maximum relative error between measured and calculated results is 12.8%, the minimum relative error is about 1.2%, and the average relative error is about 4.2%.
It should be noted that the measured luminous flux for Lumiotec and Osram OLED device increases fairly, linearly with P d for a large range of the electrical power, because their k e and R j c + R hs (the convection thermal resistance is small due to the large area of the substrate) are very small when compared with those of inorganic LEDs. In particular, the low R j c of the Lumiotec sample enables heat dissipation to be transferred out.
Remarks: Based on the above measured results for OLED devices, two important observations can be made:
1) The relative low values of R j c and k e of OLEDs allow the flux-power relationship to be more linear than that of inorganic LEDs. This simplifies the dimming control and thermal design of OLED systems. 2) Due to the nonlinear flux-power curves of inorganic LEDs, PWM or Bi-level drive are needed to provide better linear control of the light intensity as compared to dc drive [35] . However, driving inorganic LEDs using PWM or Bi-level techniques introduces additional efficacy loss that is otherwise not present with dc driving methods. Such problems are not serious in the dimming control of OLEDs.
E. SPD
The chromatic aspects of OLEDs can be accounted for using SPD. The asymmetrical SPD of monochrome LED are typically modeled with a Gaussian function where P opt is the optical power of SPD, σ is dependent on the peak wavelength λ peak and FWHM Δλ. FWHM is the full width at half maximum, which describes the spectral width of the emitting light
The SPD of a white LED using yellow YAG phosphor and blue LED chip can theoretically be predicted by a multi-SPD model [36] . With the help of such a multi-SPD model in (9), the reference SPD of an OLED can be constructed. Due to temperature effects on the peak wavelength λ peak and FWHM Δλ, the peak wavelength and FWHM of multi-SPD can be expressed as where λ peak,m , k peak,m , λ peak,m ,r , Δλ m , k Δ λ,m , and Δλ m ,r are the peak wavelength, a coefficient for the temperature effect on the peak wavelength, the reference peak wavelength, the FWHM, a coefficient of the temperature effect on FWHM, and the reference peak wavelength of the mth SPD, respectively. Due to the optical power variation caused by the injection current and temperature, the optical power P opt,m of mth SPD can be expressed as
where α m , β m , χ m , and γ m are the temperature and electrical power coefficients for the optical power of the mth SPD. The required parameters in (9)- (12) of Lumiotec and Osram OLED samples can be obtained from their measured light spectra. For each OLED sample, the number of SPDs can be determined from the number of peaks in the spectrum. Fig. 7(a) shows the measured spectrum of the Lumiotec sample. It can be seen that there are four peaks. Therefore, this spectrum can be considered as the summation of four SPDs. The spectrum of the Osram sample is shown in Fig. 7(b) . It consists of three peaks and so can be modeled as the summation of three SPDs. Based on this methodology, the parameters of the spectra of the two OLED samples are obtained numerically based on the measured spectra and are shown in Tables IV and V, respectively. The calculated SPDs are displayed with their measured counterparts in Fig. 7 . For the Lumiotec OLED, the SPDs of the red and green colors are for their respective phosphorescent materials, and those of the blue color (double peaks) are for the phosphorescent or fluorescent materials. As shown in Table IV , the peak wavelength and FWHM of the green phosphorescent materials (third SPD) have more temperature shift (k peak,3= − 0.05228, k Δ λ,3 = 0.0377) than those of the blue and red SPDs. For the Osram OLED, the SPDs of the red and green colors are based on phosphorescent materials. The blue color is likely due to fluorescent material. Table V shows that the peak wavelength and FWHM of red phosphorescent materials (third SPD) have more temperature shift (k peak,3 = −0.067, kΔ λ,3 = 0.104) than those of the blue and green colors. The measured and calculated values of the correlated color temperature (CCT) of the two OLED samples are included in Fig. 8 . It is noted that the calculated results are generally consistent with practical measurements. The absolute error is less than 100 K. Their good agreement confirms the accuracy of the multi-SPD modeling method for OLED color characteristics.
F. Luminance Distribution and Uniformity
Unlike inorganic LEDs which have small surface areas and can be considered as point sources, OLEDs have relatively large surface areas for illumination. The resistivity of the transparent electrode could lead to considerably lateral voltage drop if the lateral current flow reaches a certain value. Luminance of the OLED depends on the voltage over the organic layers and may also become inhomogeneous. Therefore, the luminance distribution and uniformity of OLEDs deserve more attention. The conductivity of the electrode material and the size of the pixel play an important role in this inhomogeneity [37] . Assuming that the p-type metal contact has equal potential and that the voltage across the vertical series resistance is much larger than kT/e, the current distribution can be expressed as [38] J
where J(0) is the current density at the p-type mesa edge, x is the distance from p-type mesa edge, and D s is defined as the current spreading length
where p c is the specific p-type contact resistance; p p /p n and t p /t n are electrical resistivity and thickness of the p/n type layers, respectively. Luminance can be expressed as
where E J is the efficiency coefficient relating the current density to luminance.
Luminance uniformity U can be defined as
where L ave is the average luminance, L min is the minimum luminance, and U is the luminance uniformity. If U is close to 1, the luminance distribution achieves perfect homogeneity. According to the measured results of the luminance distribution with different injection current levels, the current spreading length D s could be extracted based on the (15), as shown in Fig. 11 . It is found that the variation D s with the injection current exhibits a parabolic distribution. Therefore, it can be expressed as
where a, b, and c can be extracted by a curve-fitting method based on the measured results in Fig. 12 .
In order to estimate the luminance uniformity, (15) can be rewritten as
Putting (17) into (18), the luminance distribution can be rewritten as
where E I is the efficiency coefficient relating current to luminance. For a given injection current I, the minimum luminance is
The average luminance can be given as
where n is the division number across the target length D and L I is the initial luminance across the target length D.
Putting (20) and (21) into (16), the luminance uniformity can be expressed as Several observations can be drawn from the above results. 1) The current spreading length is related to the injection current. For a given current, the minimum luminance can be determined by (17) . The current spreading length has a minimum value because a in (17) is a positive coefficient based on practical measurements. 2) The accuracy of the average luminance depends on n. A high value of n improves the resolution and accuracy of average luminance. 3) The luminance uniformity is related to the injection current, n (i.e., resolution) and target length D. If the target D is larger than current spreading length D s , the minimum luminance is located at D s . If the target D is lower than current spreading length D s , the minimum luminance is located at D. The measured luminance distributions across the two OLED samples at a current of 0.3 A are included in Fig. 9 . The electrical power for the Lumiotec OLED is from 0.56 W (current for 0.1 A) to 4.08 W (current for 0.6 A).The electrical power for the Osram OLED is from 0.32 W (current for 0.1 A) to 2.22 W (current for 0.6 A). The position of OLED samples without heatsink is vertical, while the ambient temperature of 20°C. It can be seen that the luminance distributions are not uniform. In both cases, the luminance in the central regions is the lowest. It should however be noted that such nonuniform distribution is not caused by uneven thermal distribution. The measured surface temperature distribution across the two OLED samples at a current of 0.3 A are displayed in Fig. 10 . The emissivity of Lumiotec and Osram OLEDs is 0.7 and 0.85, respectively, when the measurements are made. The temperature distributions in both cases are fairly uniform. The maximum discrepancy in Fig. 10(a) and (b) are 1.1 and 2.9°C, respectively. It is noted that the maximum temperature points do not appear in the centers. This important observation indicates that it is the current spreading characteristics that cause the luminance inhomogeneity. The thermal distribution has minor effect on luminance distribution.
The luminance distributions of the Lumiotec and Osram samples are shown in Fig. 11 . The luminance intensities of the two samples increase with the injection current, but the luminance uniformity deteriorates with increasing current. At low luminance intensity, luminance nonuniformity for the two samples is not obvious. However, at high luminance intensity, a steep increase in luminance nonuniformity occurs in both samples. At high luminance intensity, the luminance nonuniformity of the Osram sample is a slightly higher than that of the Lumiotec sample. Using (15) and the measured luminance distribution in Fig. 11 , the current spreading length can be extracted, as shown in Fig. 12 . The required parameters in (22) are shown in Table VI . Putting these parameters into (22) , the luminance uniformity can be calculated and compared with the measured results. As shown in Fig. 13 , the experimental results have a good agreement with theoretical ones. The Lumiotec sample has better luminous uniformity than the Osram sample. It is found that a larger current spreading length will lead to a better luminous uniformity.
IV. CONCLUSION
It is demonstrated in this paper that OLEDs with different structures can be characterized, modeled, and analyzed with the combined use of the photo-electro-thermal theory and SPDs. Such approach covers the photometric, electric, thermal, and chromatic aspects of the OLEDs. Based on such a framework, the parameters of OLEDs can be determined and compared with those of inorganic LEDs. With large surface areas, OLEDs differ from inorganic LEDs in having a much lower thermal resistance and temperature sensitivity. Their luminous flux curves are relatively more linear than those of inorganic LEDs, making it easy to implement dimming control. Although OLEDs have generally higher heat dissipation coefficients than inorganic LEDs, such disadvantage is compensated by their large surface and contact areas which act as effective heat transfer paths. For OLEDs, the materials of the substrates could affect their thermal performance significantly. A substrate with good thermal conductivity will lead to a low thermal resistance. However, it is discovered that uneven heat distribution over the surface of an OLED is not the main reason for the nonuniform luminance distribution. The main factor affecting the luminance uniformity is the current distribution which can be measured by the current spreading length. The larger the current spreading length is, the better the luminance uniformity becomes. The theoretical predictions of the OLEDs have been confirmed with experimental ones. Their good agreements confirm the validity of the combined used of the PET theory and SPD for studying OLED systems. Such combined approach provides physical insights for researchers and manufacturers. It can be used for analyzing the performance of OLED structures in the context of a system, incorporating the interactions of heat, light, power and color. The parameters adopted in the model allow OLED manufacturers to use as indicators and design parameters for the merits of the devices. The analytical approach also provides application engineers a systematic tool to accurately predict the luminous performance of OLED systems in the design stage.
